**Permanent Scheme (at Hibbert Road)**

Demolition at the permanent site has been progressing well and we have been watching it with interest!

This photo was taken on Monday. This is the main building—just part of the Squirrel Classroom and the kitchen left standing. (left)

This photo was taken on Thursday—nearly entirely demolished! (below)

This was the Orchard Wing / Robin Classroom and courtyard (left)

**Temporary Scheme (at Riverside)**

Bridge Timber have been awarded the contract for building the temporary classrooms at Riverside. This is the same company who have built the Riverside classrooms. They will complete the Riverside classroom within the next fortnight and then move across to start the one for Braywick Court. The Riverside classrooms have been built in 6 weeks and this should be the same timescale for our timescale too, although we do have to take into account the Christmas holidays. We had a very positive first meeting with Bridge Timber this week and good report about them from RBWM. We are looking forward to getting the project started and have already been choosing paint colours and flooring.

**Current completion date:**

**February 2018**

**Current completion date:**

**September 2019**